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Imigrants

    Shanghai’s architectural history appears to be drawn from many exterior influences, as opposed to a single coherent architec-
tural/cultural tradition. Shanghai was never the “traditional” Chinese city—even back before it began its rapid development as 
a major trading port, the old city did not reflect the axis mundial style that is so common to other Chinese cities. The influence of 
European cultures is very obvious in Shanghai, but the genius part of it is that over time, western and eastern styles have merged, 
collecting architectural traditions from around the world in a single city. Today’s Shanghai will be seen as a great international 
city, and in the future I think many of its current styles will be heralded as wonderfully “international”.



Territory of shanghai 



Location of lilong



Shanghai Lilong



Where jewish refufees used to live



  

    The lilongs in shanghai are a mix of traditional Chinese courtyards and English worker’s houses. They are developments 
forced on shanghai, but have now been incorporated into the city and are loved by many. Create a style that navigates between 
tradition and newness, that makes people feel the comforts of their old home even when they are in a completely different city.

Lilong



analysis of the district beside shanghai railway station

Watch the video related 
The video was taken in the end of 2007



DEMOLISH

  Houses in this area were totally demolished in 2008.
Local people used to live there moved out of the center of 
shanghai, to a rural area. On  the other hand, the migrants  
have to find  another cheap place for living, which may be 
demolished soon.   
    



LuoFu Road, 
Hongkou District



Temporary Container

vegetable market under the elevated railway container
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LAYERS OF CITY ELEMENTS IN A CERTAIN AREA
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